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Background Discussion
if two events occur within less than 500 ms, perception of 
temporal order may diverge from the real order of events.

Current models suggest that temporal order is mainly 
determined by:

* relative time of arrival to processing stage: processed 
earlier is perceived earlier (starting from Titchener, 1908)

* relative strength of identity representation for two 
stimuli (Reeves and Sperling, 1986)

* both relative time of arrival and strength of identity 
representation (Bowman and Wyble, 2007).

All models predict that more attended stimulus would be 
perceived to occur earlier than less attended (prior entry).

Experiment III: effect of context
Task:
report the first
white digit

1 AAA 888 555 BBB TTT

RSVP 100 ms
per item

Target

Luminance: 
black 0.4 Cd/m2

white 24 Cd/m2

Conditions:
[1] baseline
[2] target is brighter (33 Cd/m2) than the second white item
[3] second white digit is brighter (33 Cd/m2) then the first
[4] preceding black distractor is less black (1.6 cd/m2)
[5] following black distractor is less black (1.6 Cd/m2)
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Observers did not notice any variability in luminance!

If we treat temporal order as a characteristic of a 
dynamic scene, then it may be influenced by the wider 
temporal context.

CLASSIC TEMPORAL ORDER JUDGEMENTS (TOJ):

observer reports which of the two stimuli was presented 
first (or second). Lacks ecological plausibility: 
presentation of two isolated stimuli.

+
CLASSIC RAPID SERIAL VISUAL PRESENTATION (RSVP):

observer detects or identifies visual targets specified by 
key features and embedded in a stream of distractors 
presented at a very high rate (4-30 per second).

=
COMBINED VISUAL TOJ IN RSVP PARADIGM

observer identifies an event specified by key features, 
and temporal order (e.g. first or second) is one of the 
key features.

Purpose and paradigm

Most models would predict no effect of task for TOJ 
in RSVP, claiming the following sequence:

selection based on color only ->
automatic ordering of stimuli ->

retrieving required items (first, second or both)

But observer probably allocates attention to a 
certain moment in time rather than makes a 
selection specified by order. Identification accuracy 
from Exp. II and Exp. I, task [3] shows that the 
typical pattern of attentional dynamics gives 
priority to T2. This may explain better accuracy in 
task [2] than task [1] in Exp. I and also why 
processing of a second white item cannot be 
significally enhanced over the baseline in Exp. III 
(because it is already more salient).

A discrepancy between the identity strength 
(measured as identification accuracy) and actually 
perceived order in Exp. I and Exp. II implies that 
other sources of information about order may be at 
least as important as identity strength. 

Information from the temporal context can be one 
such source. Existing models predict an increment 
of order accuracy from manipulation on the 
preceding black distractor, but not the following.
So it is not possible to reduce the obtained effect 
to item strength, processing rate or allocation of 
attention.

* Context markers are an additional source of 
information about temporal order automatically 
used by the visual system.

* Temporal order judgements in RSVP are 
affected by the task at hand when two tasks 
require a different allocation of attention in time.

Conclusions
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RSVP 93 ms
per item

Task: 
report all odd-colored
items in order

Experiment II: allocation of attention in time
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Experiment I: effect of task

1 444 888 555 777 222

RSVP 93 ms
per item

Three tasks in separate blocks:
[1] report the first odd-colored digit
[2] report the second odd-colored digit
[3] report both odd-colored digits in order
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